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ShannieMakes: HORIZONTAL DUCKBILL MASK, 5 SIZES
The mask is not recommended to use on babies or toddlers. 
This face mask was designed with a�ordability, washability and reusability in mind.
This is not a medical/surgical grade face mask, but it is good enough to protect the 
face from dust particles and some odours. You can use a medical/surgical grade mask 
with this for extra protection. 

Scale 4cm 
1 Inch

Horizontal DuckBill
Cut 4 Fabric on Fold

Cut 2 Filter Fabric on Fold
5mm/0.2 inches 

Seam Allowance Included
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Nose Bar Slot
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Cut 1x on Fold

Either Grainline

EXTRA LARGE
LARGE

MEDIUM
SMALL

EXTRA SMALL

1x Optional Nose Bar.
Adults require roughly 9 cm/3.5 inches 
long. Child nose bars are roughly 8.5cm/3 inches
or use what is already pre-cut. 

Nose Bar Slot Placement

Adapt this length to the length of the nose bar you have. 
Make it slightly longer than the nose bar to prevent it 
rubbing on the skin.
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ELASTIC CM 45 +10
INCHES 17.5 + 4

ELASTIC CM 50 +10
INCHES 19.5 + 4

ELASTIC CM 55 + 10
INCHES 21.5 + 4

ELASTIC CM 60 + 10
INCHES 23.5 + 4

ELASTIC CM 65 +10
INCHES 25.5 + 4

FINISHED EDGE DISTANCE 
ABOUT 6MM-1CM (0.2 - 0.4 INCHES) 

OVER-HEAD ELASTIC LENGTH
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EAR LOOP ELASTIC LENGTH
EXTRA SMALL 2x18cm (7 inches)
SMALL 2x18cm (7 inches)
MEDIUM 2x21cm (8 inches
LARGE 2x23cm (9 inches)
EXTRA LARGE 2x23-25cm (9-9.8 inches)
XX LARGE 2x23-25cm (9-9.8 inches)

The above measurements are only rough 
estimates because it depends on the 
brand, composition and make of elastic 
you are using. Ideally measure before 
cutting to length. 
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